
USER MANUAL

Matrix Remover

this product is certified:

Mch100MtX17





IMPORTANT NOTICE

THE MACHINE CAN ALSO BE USED AS 
SLITTER ONLY.

WHEN YOU DO THAT, PLEASE REMOVE 
THE TOP MOTORIZED CORE HOLDER 
AND ADJUST THE CLUTCH KNOB ON 
THE UNWINDER CORE HOLDER.

CORE HOLDER

Non-Motorized core holder
Use only on

unwinder station

Motorized core holder



Load the printed and die cut roll in 
the core holder (non-motorized).

Push until it touches roll guide.
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RUN A JOB

WARNING: Before starting a new job, always make sure the 
waste matrix from the previous job has been removed.

Do not attach the matrix from a different size label to an existing 
roll.

This will cause an uneven wrap which will cause the material 
to walk.

The pressing roller facilitates the matrix removal from the die-cut roll.
Remove it from rewinder station (there are 4 knobs to unscrew).

HOW TO INSTALL THE PRESSING ROLLER

How to install: 

1. Unscrew the 10 screws on the top of 
matrix remover module.

2. Position the matrix remover roller onto 
the matrix remover module and secure it 
properly with the 10 screws.



Load a cardboard core onto the  
core holder (motorized).

Push the cardboard until it touches 
the core stop. Tighten using the 
tension knob.

Insert the empty cardboard core 
on the core holder (motorized) to 
receive the new labels roll..

Insert the core holders onto their 
respective supports. Match the gray 
handle to gray holder.
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Pull the printed labels for about fifty 
centimeters. 

Set the waste core holder in its  
respective support.
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5 Paper path.

Matrix

Started roll

Finished roll



At this point separate the matrix 
from liner.

Attach the matrix to the empty core 
on the wasted core.

Insert the last core holder into the 
lower matrix support (for finished 
roll).
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Continue pulling the printed labels 
and manually turning the weeder 
mandrel so that the matrix is 
wrapped around the core at least 
once.

1. Move the printed label behind the 
lower MCH

2. Position the empty cardboard 
core on the single future new labels 
roll

3. Tighten the roll and the guide in 
place by turning the tension knob.
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Temporarily attach the label directly 
to the take-up mandrel.

This will provide the necessary 
tension in order to start the slitting 
process.
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Turn on the MATRIX REMOVER 
using the power switch on the 
back.

Make sure the speed knob is in the 
slowest position before you switch 
on the MATRIX REMOVER.

Slowly turn to increase the speed. 
Evaluate the following areas:

1. Matrix Release
2. Matrix Mandrel Wrapping
3. Slitting
4. Finished Cores
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When the roll is finished, the unit automatically stops when the contact on the dancer 
arm touches the screw on the base.

You will also hear an audible tone.

Finally, remove the waste matrix mandrel and discard the matrix and the core.

We do not recommend reusing the same core with matrix from a previous job still 
attached.

It is possible to adjust the clutch by just screwing 
or loosening the aluminium handle on it.

+  more clutch

-   less clutch

HOW TO ADJUST THE CLUTCH ON UNWINDER



Note on Media Environment:

50% humidity and 72 degrees Fahrenheit is the optimal conditions for both storage and 
use of label stock. Store label stock in protective plastic wrappings. Rewrap partially 
used stock. Do not store stock directly on concrete floors.
Label stock should be conditioned in this environment for 72 hours prior to use. Failure 
to store media in these conditions may result in media tension problems. Too much 
humidity will cause labels to curl on the edges.





sMart solutions for the labeling industry
Label rewinder, label unwinder, electronic label dispenser and more...

- FOR MORE INFO CONTACT YOUR RESELLER -


